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Abstract
Data protection and data security become more significant
since telecommunication services and innovative applica-
tions based on these services handle an increasing amount
of sensitive data. Modern services, e.g. call forwarding,
tele-conferencing, and voice mail services use or store
personal data to implement individual services. Sensitive
data include personal identities or calling numbers, loca-
tion information of the communicating parties, service
indicators, number translation tables, reachability infor-
mation, and time and duration of communication events.
Generally usable open security services interfaces are
proposed, that promote security services implemented in
user terminals or Trusted Third Parties in order to satisfy
currently ignored and evolving security requirements in a
more flexible and scalable way. This approach will both
save the huge investments in today’s telecommunication
infrastructure and promote open security services that are
independent of the underlying network infrastructure.

1 Introduction
1

Existing telecommunication infrastructure will be used as
a basis for future telecommunication services and net-
works because the investments into these resources are
enormous. At the same time the importance of data secu-
rity and data protection is growing. Security requirements
were not foreseen when today’s telecommunication sys-
tems were introduced. Thus, security requirements have
been taken into account insufficiently – moreover, security
requirements may change quickly depending on individual
experience, risk assessment, related charge, and public
opinion.

This contribution focuses on control data that cannot
be secured end-to-end because it is processed by telecom-
munication services of the ISDN or Intelligent Network. It

depicts requirements for signalling interfaces over which
new security functions may securely interact with existing
telecommunication services of the ISDN. Thereby, exist-
ing telecommunication functions do not need to follow the
same security design guidelines as the separated security
functions.

1.1 Security Requirements

Requirements for telecommunication services concerning
security may be described in terms ofconfidentiality,
integrity andavailability. These terms are broadly known
and understood. Respective security requirements must be
related to data or functions to formsecurity goals.

Def.: A service is calledsecure, if and only if all
security goals related to this service are fulfilled.

The security goals stated for a telecommunication
service may differ, depending on the interest group
affected by this service: subscribers, users, network opera-
tors, service providers and manufacturers.

Def.: A telecommunication service is calledmultilat-
erally secure, if and only if security goals of all parties that
are affected by the service are taken into account in a bal-
anced way.

It is not a preliminary for multilateral security that all
security requirements are fulfilled because there may be
conflicting security requirements. However, these conflicts
must be solved in a way that is satisfactory for all affected
parties.

The need for balancing conflicting security require-
ments will add further complexity to security manage-
ment. Additionally, conflicting requirements demand for
the negotiation of security services. Trusted Third Parties
(TTPs) are included into service control to mediate
between different interests. These TTPs may enhance
present telecommunication services by introducing and
offering additional functionality that promotes multilater-
ally secure services.1 This work has been funded by the Gottlieb Daimler- und Karl Benz-

Foundation (Ladenburg, Germany) as part of its Kolleg "Security in Com-
munication Technology".
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Today’s telecommunication networks satisfy mainly secu-
rity requirements of network operators and service provid-
ers. The users’ needs for keeping their identity or a
communication event secret are not suitably addressed
within public networks. The same holds for user needs
regarding call accounting and access control.

New applications will push the need for new security
requirements that cannot be satisfied by existing telecom-
munication services. Therefore, new security functions
must be included into existing services to fulfil new and
currently ignored security requirements of users. We pro-
pose a solution that includes security functions as a service
option.

It is taken into account, that solutions that shall
enhance network and service security must explicitly
address requirements of network operators concerning the
robustness and autonomy as prerequisites of network
integrity. We quote from some other sources to backup the
outstanding relevance of these aspects of network security:

Recent public network outages have shown that
robustness and autonomy are really threatened even by
existing signalling and service interfaces and by network
functions that are mainly controlled by experienced oper-
ating personal. J. C. McDonald concluded in [8] – with
respect to Signalling System Number 7 outages in 1988 –
that the most serious mistake was to rely on an assumption
that major failures could not happen. Another mistake was
to ignore the serious consequences of large computer net-
work failures in terms of economic disruption and the loss
of industry credibility. K. Ward stated in [9], that the integ-
rity problems are fundamentally concerned with network
control; that is, the transmission and processing of control
information. This has also proven to be valid.

Therefore, gateway functions have been established
at network boundaries to verify control data that enters a
network before it is processed by service functions within
the network.

Hence, combining security infrastructure (that is not
operated by the network operator) with core network infra-
structure implies the need for strong security gateways to
screen and filter control data that originates from addi-
tional security infrastructure, before it is transmitted or
processed within the core network. These functions enable
network operators to switch the support of dedicated secu-
rity service functions on and off, i. e. to react quickly to
misuse or software failures.

1.2 Goals

The set of required security functions varies over time
because it depends on the abilities of assumed attackers,
the technical environment, and the security goals. Conse-
quently, the necessary security functions are dependent on

the user and the respective applications and must be sup-
ported by communication networks in a flexible and scala-
ble way. Resulting security services shall be:
• tailor-made– fitting the individual needs of network

users in a given situation
• efficient– scalable, easy to integrate, compatible (based

on standardized and open interfaces)
• multilaterally secure– balancing security requirements

of different interest groups
• trusted – using trusted implementations, administra-

tion, management, charging etc.
This contribution depicts the enhancement of existing
services in the public ISDN by supplementary security
services. Users are empowered to control their security on
their own by including the respective security functions
into user controlled devices or into additional network
infrastructure that is trusted by the user. We use authenti-
cation as an example, because authentication not only
enhances user security but also empowers network opera-
tors and service providers as an effective means against
misuse of services [24].

1.3 Evolutionary Approach

The proposed approach aims at enhancing both services
on the logical layer and physical infrastructure to host the
respective security service functions in a trusted environ-
ment. It takes into account the requirements discussed
above. At the same time, it mediates between the needs of
users, network operators and service providers. The main
ideas are shortly summarized and will be made clear by
the remaining part of this contribution.
• Security functions concerning users are locatedwithin

the users’ terminal equipmentand separated from less
sensitive terminal functions. The respective functions
(e. g. authentication, encryption) may be located within
a separate security module [12]. This module is con-
trolled by the user and can also be used to personalize
public terminals.

• Security functions located within the network are sepa-
rated from less sensitive network functions by intro-
ducing separated network infrastructure. This
infrastructure is operated by trusted organizations
(Trusted Third Parties) and may be adapted to evolving
needs of network users.

• Security functions, hosted on the proposedseparated
security infrastructureare included in services of the
public ISDN or IN by enhancements of existing service
interfaces. Separated security infrastracture interacts
with existing ISDN infrastructure over these interfaces.
The proposed security architecture is easily adapted to
GSM and B-ISDN because the respective interfaces
base on the predominant Signalling System No. 7.
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Software and hardware components of the separated secu-
rity infrastructure must be independent of existing network
infrastructure (except availability). This security infra-
structure serves many users and therefore will reach high
economy of scales. Theseparated security infrastructure
may be introduced as an overlay networkin the same way
as Intelligent Network services have firstly been intro-
duced e.g. in German field trials. The degree of security
may be determined by the concerned network users.

In fact, the proposed approach applies the framework
of Open Network Provisioning (ONP) to security service
providers. As stated in [6], ONP leads to the following
requirements on signalling interfaces over which – from a
network operator’s view – external service features may be
integrated into network services: respective interfaces
must be internationally standardized, provide powerful
compatibility mechanisms, and provide or support means
to protect interconnected service and switching platforms.

This ensures the presumed overall service behaviour
and limits the risk of network disruption, degradation of
the quality of services and the risk of outages resulting
from misuse or incorrect operation of network functions.

2 Security Services Interfaces for ISDN / IN

Security will gain increasing attention as it has been
shown that lack of security may lead to rejection of tele-
communication services. Therefore, durable resources will
profit from interfaces that support advanced services par-
ticularly concerning arising and changing security require-
ments.

The proposed control plane architecture for security
services bases on the protocols of the Digital Subscriber
Signalling System No. 1 (DSS1 [14]) and the Common
Channel Signalling System No. 7 (SS7 [15]).

The security services interface at the user network
interface (UNI) – calledSecurity Supplementary Services
(SSS) – serves as a basis for negotiating and realizing
security services between users, network operators and
service providers (e. g. access control, retrieval of public
keys).

The security services interface located at the network
node interface (NNI) within the Signalling System No. 7 is
called Security Network Services(SNS). The proposed
SNS interface enables the inclusion of centralized security
services (running on trusted servers) in core network serv-
ices. It enables new security services to base on and bene-
fit from existing core services of the underlying signalling
network. The proposed extension of the NNI is applicable
to all network services that base on the SS7, including
GSM and B-ISDN.

Authentication serves as a motivation to introduce the
proposed security services interfaces. Authentication can

serve the users’ needs for identifying their communication
peers, network operators or service providers. Addition-
ally, authentication serves the needs of network operators
and service providers to control the access of users to their
communication and service infrastructure.

Authentication protocols for spontaneous communi-
cation with changing peers usually base on public key
cryptography. Assume a network operatorNO wants to
verify the identity of userA as a basis for access control.
The idea is that userA proves his identity by proving that
he knows a secret key related with his identity.A proves
this by signing a random number received from the
authenticating partyNO with his secret key. The signature
is verified byNO using A’s public key Ap that is related
with userA. Of course, this public key must be authentic
and must be managed by an organization that is trusted by
A andNO.

Within a mutual authentication procedure, signed authen-
tication tokens need to be exchanged between user termi-
nal A and local exchangeNO (using the SSS interface).
Furthermore, the public keys of the authenticating parties
must be retrieved before received authentication tokens
can be verified (see Fig. 1). The retrieval of public keys
includes transactions within the SS7 to access public key
servers (over the SNS interface). Further, it includes trans-
actions within the user network signalling to pass the
respective public key certificates to the users’ terminal
equipment (over the SSS interface).

Section 2.1 will depict, how security control informa-
tion may be exchanged between the users’ terminal equip-
ment and the local exchange. The proposed architecture
illustrates, how various security services may be control-
led similar to ISDN supplementary services. Section 2.2
describes the exchange of security control information (e.
g. certified public keys) over the network node signalling
system (SS7). A signalling diagram for an authentication
supplementary service during connection setup is
described in detail in section 2.3 using the introduced
architecture.

Public
ISDN

NNI-signallingUNI-signalling

A
B

12 D12 E
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Figure 1: Authentication – requirements on signalling
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2.1 Security Services Interface at the UNI

On the one hand, it would be natural to integrate security
functions into the call control processes. On the other
hand, we want to integrate security enhancements in a
flexible way without changing existing network infrastruc-
ture too much. Furthermore, we need clear and flexible
interfaces between existing service control functions and
additional security functions to achieve assessable secu-
rity.

Therefore, we introduce security functions as supple-
mentary services that can be combined with conventional
ISDN services on demand.Security Supplementary Serv-
ices(SSS) include authentication (Auth in Fig. 2), encryp-
tion, and access to anonymity services (MIXreq in Fig. 2).
Our approach makes use of two components to implement
security services at the UNI in a flexible way:
• The security adaptation layer (SAL) is inserted as a

sublayer in between the protocols of the control and
user plane of terminals and their peers (local
exchanges, peer terminals). The SAL is transparent to
existing protocols but it examines all data that is
exchanged between the terminal and the network.

• A new control process, theSecurity Supplementary
Services (SSS) protocol control, controls the permea-
bility of the SAL concerning both signalling messages
and user data directed to the network and originating
from the network. This control process coordinates the
combination of various security supplementary serv-
ices like authentication and encryption.

The SAL serves two main purposes: Firstly, the SAL ena-
bles theexchange of security control dataover the UNI.
The UNI signalling in ISDN (Q.931 [14]) already offers
an interface to exchange control data for ISDN supple-
mentary services. The SAL enhances this UNI interface by
an SSS interface to fit the needs of flexible and generally
usable security functions.

Secondly, the SALlinks the SSS to conventional
ISDN services. It ensures for each incoming or outgoing
connection or supplementary service request that the secu-
rity preliminaries (e. g. successful authentication) are ful-
filled.

The Security Supplementary Services protocol con-
trol coordinates the use of security supplementary serv-
ices. Further, it is responsible for solving problems
resulting from security service interaction or from con-
flicting security goals of the communicating parties (e. g.
authentication and anonymity). The SSS may be activated
on demand by the user (over the call control) or may be
triggered by the SAL due to user defined security rules at
communication events like connection setup.

Fig. 2 illustrates the use of the proposed Security Supple-
mentary Services and the SAL. New control and service
functions are emphasized. To summarize, theSecurity
Supplementary Services support:
• end-to-end security servicesby providing means for

the exchange and processing of control data regarding
security functions within user terminals.

• point-to-point security servicesby providing means for
the exchange and processing of control data (e. g. pub-
lic keys) concerning cooperating security functions
within user terminals and TTPs inside the network.
This includes addressing capabilities for the respective
services.

• link-by-link security servicesby negotiation of services
that protect the users’ access to network services, e. g.
strong access control services based on explicit user
authentication.

2.2 Security Services Interface at the NNI

Carefully engineered security services, running on a trust-
worthy environment, certified by independent organiza-
tions, will be very expensive. Hence, these services must
benefit from the economy of scales. This can be achieved
by making these services responsive to requests from the
whole network and (over the SSS-interface) even to
requests originating from user terminal equipment. In
addition, developing security services will benefit a lot
from using existing services of the SS7 to exchange secu-
rity control data.

Because trust is a judgement that is highly dependent
on the respective interest group (network operators, users,
etc.), we propose open security services interfaces. These
interfaces enable independent organizations to offer secu-
rity services. The resulting competition favours high qual-
ity security services and results in replaceable security
services in case of misuse or raising security weaknesses.

SSS
Protocol
Control

...

Auth

Call Control

...

...

Auth

Call Control

...

User Terminal Equipment Local Exchange

Figure 2: UNI plus Security Supplementary Services
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The proposedSecurity Network Services(SNS) interface
supports:
• end-to-end security servicesby providing means for

the exchange and processing of security control data
related to security functions within user terminals (in
conjunction with the SSS at the user network inter-
face).

• point-to-point security servicesto access central secu-
rity servers within the network. Therefore, the SNS
interface shall provide Uniform Resource Locators
(URL) for addressing central security servers (TTPs).
These URLs are translated into signalling network
addresses (MTP addresses). Further, the SNS provide
means to exchange security control data between user
terminals and central security network servers (in con-
junction with the SSS at the respective UNI). Finally,
security services spanning multiple service providers
are enabled by standardized interfaces.

• network integrity by providing strict identifiers for
service providers and services; this enables network
operators to switch services on and off by filtering on
the respective identifiers at network boundaries.

This contribution introduces three components to imple-
ment an SNS interface that fulfils the above requirements
within the existing protocol architecture of the ISDN.
Fig. 3 shows these components and their location within
the protocol architecture of the ISDN.
• The Security Application Part (SecAP) implements

the respective functions concerning the SNS with a
maximum of profit of the existing signalling network.

• The definition of asecurity services access point
assigns unique identifiers to services and providers.

• The Security Interworking within local exchanges
implements the translation of security service requests
received over the SSS interface (at the UNI) to requests
of the SecAP (at the network node interface) and vice
versa.

The SecAP bases on the TCAP and SCCP of the SS7 and
provides the Security Network Services interface to its
users, i. e. to security functions or to the security inter-
working. The SecAP profits from underlying TCAP and
SCCP services [15] that offer transaction processing and
global title addressing. Global title addressing using URLs
seems appropriate to facilitate the co-operation of inde-
pendent service providers to offer trustworthy security
services by hiding low level and maybe changing network
addresses (e. g. MIX chains to realize anonymity services
[25]). Moreover, using URL-addresses will facilitate the
inclusion of IP-based security servers that will derive
along with the growing together of the public ISDN and
IP-based networks. In this case, the well known domain
name service may be used instead of SCCP global title
address resolution.

The Security Interworking is located within local
exchanges to mediate the users’ access to central security
servers or end-to-end security data exchange services. It
may also mediate security services that cross network
boundaries to realize application level gateway functions.

Taking into account the existing protocol architecture
of the SS7 and the more or less decentralized control
structures of ISDN exchanges, we depict two design
options for the implementation of central security services
offered by TTPs. The choice of the respective design
option has a significant influence on the flexibility in serv-
ice design and on the degree of achievable security.

Fig. 4a illustrates the use of the SecAP similar to existing
(Mobile-, IN-) application parts and protocols based on
SS7. This solution is suited for large service providers or
network operators operating their own switches. It
enhances existing communication services by enabling the
node internal routing to address the security application
part by a unique (new) subsystem number. This is the
straightforward approach for enhancing services based on
individual switching and signalling. The security functions
and the SecAP in Fig. 4a are implemented on a plug-in
board in the same way as line trunk groups implement
ISDN user parts or IN application protocols. These boards
should be certified and tamper proof.

Security
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local exchange

Figure 3: NNI plus Security Network Services
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Fig. 4b illustrates a design, that allows small companies to
offer security services over a SS7 interface. These inde-
pendent service providers do not need to operate and
maintain a whole ISDN switch. Main-frame computers are
a suitable platform for Trusted Third Parties offering serv-
ices realized solely over signalling (e. g. public key
retrieval services, see Fig. 1). Data channels cannot
directly be secured following this design option.

Relying on SS7 offers great flexibility to the service
providers because existing ISDN and IN services can be
addressed directly by security functions. This means
enhanced risks for network operators because their
switches are partly controlled by remote platforms that are
not directly supervised by them. Therefore, powerful gate-
way filtering functions shall be installed at the external
separation line in Fig. 4b. These filtering functions may
look similar to those that are installed within gateways to
the international signalling network.

The proposed solution demands an extension of the
set of known subsystems within SS7. By assigning the
SecAP a unique subsystem number, it can be addressed
directly by other network nodes. Further, this enables
selective filtering of signalling messages by the network
operator in case of misuse. Finally, security services span-
ning different networks are enabled if such an interface
will be standardized internationally.

Implementing security services as IN-services is also pos-
sible. But today’s Intelligent Network application proto-
cols [16] do not offer suitable interfaces. Consequently,
security services solely based on IN application protocols
will lack flexibility.

2.3 Authentication Services at the UNI

Fig. 5 illustrates, how the additional components (SAL,
SSS protocol control, authentication control, smart card as
security module) and the existing entities (Q.931 protocol
control, call control) interact at the user network interface
to realize an authentication service accompanying an
ISDN connection setup. This is a refinement of the archi-
tecture depicted in Fig. 2. As a first solution, the exchange
of security control information can be realized by using
Facility information elements (FacilityIE in Fig. 5) that are
used for the exchange of control information related to
conventional ISDN supplementary services like call for-
warding. If basic call control messages are exchanged
(e. g. SetupReq), theseFacility information elements can
be included. If not, there is aFacility message type defined
in Q.931 (DSS1) to exchangeFacility information ele-
ments independently from basic call signalling messages.

The authentication protocol used is not shown in
detail. It is based on the X.509 authentication framework

Figure 5: Diagram of an authenticated connection establishment (reworked trace based on output of an SDL-Tool)
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[17] and realizes a three way handshake protocol. The
authentication procedure is triggered by the SAL at con-
nection setup (SSSReq in Fig. 5). The initiator (here:
user) sends the first digitally signed authentication token
Auth1 to the local exchange. The answer is a second
authentication tokenAuth2 which demands a third token
Auth3 as a reply. These tokens are generated within smart-
cards and checked within the authentication control proc-
esses. The authentication control implements the
authentication protocol including error handling, generates
random numbers and time stamps (if needed), and syn-
chronizes with the respective smart card.

The SAL is responsible for inserting security control
data intoFacility information elements and for extracting
security control data from incoming signalling messages.
The SAL indicates incoming security control data by
sending anSALInd primitive to the Security Supplemen-
tary Services protocol control. The SSS protocol control
uses theSALReq primitive to request the transfer of secu-
rity control data (authentication tokens, etc.) to the peer
SSS entity. The SAL ensures that specified security
requirements are satisfied before a connection setup is
completed, i. e. it synchronizes security supplementary
services and conventional ISDN services. Therefore, the
SetupConf primitive in Fig. 5 is delayed until theSSSConf
primitive indicates a successful authentication accompa-
nying the connection setup.

The SSS control indicates an unsuccessful authenti-
cation to the SAL by sending anSSSReject(X.509Auth)
primitive. In this case, the SAL sends aDisconnectReq
primitive to the Q.931-Layer and aDisconnectInd primi-
tive to the call control process indicating within the cause
information element that authentication failed (new stand-
ardized codes are necessary). For the sake of simplicity,
we didn’t figure out the retrieval of public keys – using
trusted public key servers within the network – needed to
examine digital signatures, and the segmentation and reas-
sembly of security control data. Segmentation and reas-
sembly is necessary, if security control data contains too
many bytes to be inserted into a single Q.931 message.

3 Related Work

There are several proposed solutions to enhance security
within public telecommunication networks. The solutions
can be classified regarding the location where security
functions are implemented.

One class of approaches bases on security functional-
ity that is implemented solely within the users’ terminal
equipment. These approaches may be used for end-to-end
security functions related to user data that is transparently
exchanged over the network. For examples see [1], [7],
[18], [19], [20]. Solutions basing on these approaches are

mainly used with closed user groups. Data that must be
processed within telecommunication networks (calling
numbers, type of service, etc.) is not suitably protected
with these solutions.

Other approaches demand for the change of existing
telecommunication infrastructure and services to eliminate
the need for sensitive user data (identities, location infor-
mation) within networks that might not be trusted by the
user [11], [13], [22]. These approaches are mainly applica-
ble for future telecommunication networks because basic
network functions must be changed considerably. Con-
cerning these solutions, security functions are located
within conventional ISDN exchanges. Hence, from a secu-
rity view, it is not possible to differ between security serv-
ice providers and network operators that control these
exchanges.

The resulting solutions are hardly flexible and scala-
ble and lack the ability to adjust quickly to arising security
requirements, threats, and attackers. Additionally, these
approaches may result in a new telecommunication net-
work that perhaps does no longer meet the requirements of
network operators or service providers concerning auton-
omy, robustness or network diagnosis.

The ATM-Forum [23] works on security enhance-
ments by introducing specialized information content
identifiers into ATM signalling. New information elements
are agreed that support the exchange of security control
data. Additionally, agreements on identifiers for supported
security protocols, related parameters, and protocols are
done. The ATM-Forum approach addresses ATM-security.
Consequently, it is rather unlikely that this approach will
lead to network independent security services. This
means, that the approaches developed by the ATM-Forum
do not compensate the need for approaches that focus on
security services that cross network boundaries (e. g.
mobile to fixed calls). However, predominant approaches
may profit from the definition of security services, proto-
cols, and parameters.

The sublayer approaches of the IEEE and ISO mainly
address local and metropolitan area networks [3],[4],[5].
Moreover, these approaches aren‘t suited for user control-
led security services basing on ISDN / IN.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

This contribution has depicted some enhancements of
existing signalling and service interfaces in order to pro-
mote multilaterally secure ISDN services.

The proposed security interfaces are based on the sig-
nalling systems of the ISDN but they are not restricted to
those protocols. The proposed Security Adaptation Layer
and Security Application Part are specific to the DSS1 and
SS7 respectively. However, the Security Supplementary
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Services and the Security Network Services interfaces are
independent of the underlying network protocols. These
services may be adapted to IP-based networks, too. Along
with the growing together of ISDN and IP technology,
security network services may also be based on IP tech-
nology and can be accessed via ISDN-to-IP-Gateways.
Gateways that realize IP to MTP translations may substi-
tute the SS7 link in Fig. 4b. This design option is applica-
ble for security services that do not need access to data
channels.

Mobile security modules that implement security
functions based on these security services interfaces are
applicable to all networks offering these service interfaces.
This holds for security services both at the user network
interface and at the network node interface.

Open security interfaces are a preliminary for the
negotiation of security mechanisms as a basis for multilat-
erally secure services. The negotiation and flexible
enhancement of security services will promote services
that empower users and enable applications in the future.

Charging and other management tasks, that accom-
pany network services, are to be extended in order to pre-
serve the gain achieved by security enhancements of the
service itself.

As a second step, it seems to be necessary to imple-
ment the most sensitive network functions (identification,
access control, charging, location management) on sepa-
rated network infrastructure that is trusted both by the user
and the network operator and service provider.

Finally, as today’s intelligent network services con-
firm, it is hard to foresee the consequences of the combina-
tion of different, independently implemented features [21].
The same problems may arise, if independently realized
and distributed security features like authentication, pseu-
donymity, anonymity, encryption, non-repudiation and lia-
bility functions are combined. This may evolve to a main
topic in realizing multilateral security. It enriches the areas
of tension resulting from conflicting security goals by con-
flicts that result from security feature interaction and secu-
rity service interaction.
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